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Computational neuroscience attempts to use explicit, biologically- inspired, computational
models to simulate, predict and explain human performance. In this Chapter, we will
review research using this approach to model neuropsychological disorders, particularly
disorders of visual object recognition and attention. We argue that computational studies
are able to go beyond more traditional ‘box and arrows’ models of cognition, particularly
when disorders result from interactions between different components within a given
cognitive system. Such studies provide an important means of helping understand how
mental function arises from complex neural networks.
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Cognitive neuropsychology: Assumptions and boxology
Cognitive neuropsychological research is concerned with understanding the
cognitive disorders suffered by patients after brain lesions, and with using data from such
disorders to inform us about the processes that contribute to performance in normal
(intact) participants (Coltheart, 1984). Since neuropsychological studies can generate
striking, and sometimes counter-intuitive, dissociations between processes, they provide
an informative part of current cognitive neuroscience research, adding to those gained
from behavioural and imaging procedures carried out with normal individuals (see other
Chapters in this volume). For example, it remains the case that some of the strongest
evidence that constrains our understanding of the processes involved in normal reading
comes from the study of acquired dyslexia. Here there is a double dissociation between
phonological dyslexia (impaired reading of nonwords, spared reading of irregular words)
and surface dyslexia (which can involve spared reading of nonwords along with impaired
reading of irregular words; see Beauvois & Derouesné, 1979; Funnell, 1983; Shallice,
Warrington & McCarthy, 1983). This double dissociation has proved difficult to account
for using ‘single route’ models, especially when there are phonological dyslexic patients
who seem to show poor comprehension for the irregular words they are able to name,
arguing against spared word reading based on access to semantic knowledge (cf. Funnell,
1983; cf. Plaut et al., 1996).However, the neuropsychological data are cons istent with a
‘dual route’ account which distinguishes between a lexical, knowledge -based reading
process and a non- lexical, rule-based process, with each syndrome being linked to
damage to one of the two routes (phonological dyslexia to damage to the non-lexical
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route, surface dyslexia to damage to the lexical process; cf. Coltheart, 1987; Coltheart et
al., 1993).
These examples of dyslexia also illustrate two of the fundamental assumptions
that are typically made in cognitive neuropsychology, that have aided interpretation of
any results (see Caramazza, 1986). One assumption is modularity. This assumption holds
that a task such as reading can be broken down into a set of component processes (e.g.,
access to the visual lexicon, access to semantic knowledge, the application on non-lexical
spelling-sound rules etc.), and that damage to any of these component processes will lead
to an individual having a reduced version of the normal system. Thus, in phonological
dyslexia we witness the operation of a lexical reading route without a contribution to
pronunciation from spelling-sound rules, while surface dyslexia performance is based on
output from the spelling- sound rules without a contribution from the lexical reading
route. Inferences can then be made about the nature of the impaired component
processes, revealed in the difference between the patient’s performance and that of
normal participants. For example, we may assume that visual lexical access is frequencysensitive, given that surface dyslexics may be more likely to read high than low
frequency irregular words, in cases where lexical representations for high frequency
words are spared (Bub, Cancelliere & Kertesz, 1985). A second assumption typically
made is that of transparency, that is, that the symp toms that characterize a given
neuropsychological disorder are telling either about the underlying component process
that has been damaged, or about the spared normal process being used. For instance, we
use this assumption when we inferthe regularization errors made by surface dyslexics
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when naming irregular words are indicative of the non- lexical rules that determine
reading when the lexical route is damaged.
It can also be argued that the idea of modular cognitive systems was greatly
encouraged by the adoption of ‘box and arrow’ theories developed in the 1970’s and
80’s. Using these models, a given ability would be conceptualized in terms of the
representations constructed or accessed at particular stages of processing, along with the
processing ‘routes’ that transform input from one stage to the next (see Figure 1 for an
example). Neuropsychological syndromes can be mapped onto such models by positing
that a given representation or processing route has been damaged in a particular patient.
What was especially noteworthy in the development of these models in 70’s and 80’s was
the attempt to provide a detailed account of the nature of the representations and
processing routes involved. This distinguished the emerging work on cognitive
neuropsychology from the conceptually similar, but much more simplified, frameworks
put forward by the so-called ‘diagram makers’ at the very start of modern-day
neuropsychology (e.g., Lichtheim, 1885). To this day, cognitive neuropsychological
accounts of performance, based on these articulated, ‘box and arrow’ frameworks, remain
a powerful influence on neuroscientific thinking.
Figure 1 about here
However, there are important limitations to such theories, and to their ability to
account for vario us neuropsychological disorders where performance appears to emerge
from interactions between separable components in the processing system, and for
disorders where a given behaviour may be caused by adaptation or a strategy adopted
post-lesion. In the next section we discuss two impairments where these problems arise,
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that have been the focus of study in our laboratory: optic aphasia (Freund, 1889;
Lhermitte & Beauvois, 1973) and visual apraxia (De Renzi, Faglioni & Sorgato, 1982).

Optic aphasia and visual apraxia.
The term optic aphasia is used to describe patients who present with a selective,
modality-specific impairment in naming visually presented objects. Naming in other
modalities (e.g., to touch, or to a definition) may be relatively intact. In contrast to their
poor visual naming, optic aphasic patients can very often perform a gesture to show how
an object would be used. This good ability to gesture has frequently been interpreted as
evidence for the patient being able to access ‘semantic’ knowledge about objects, so that
the problem is one of name retrieval. However, in at least three studies that have looked
in detail at the semantic knowledge such patients do have access to, performance has
been found to be impaired. For instance, Riddoch and Humphreys (1987) presented their
patient, JB, with sets of 3 objects and asked him to choose which two would be used
together (e.g., hammer, nail, spanner). JB performed poorly at this task when the objects
were visually presented. This was not due to a lack of semantic knowled ge per se,
because JB was at ceiling when he was given the names of the objects and asked to make
the same choice (see also Caramazza & Hillis, 1995; Yoon, Humphreys & Riddoch, in
press). Such results suggest that there was a modality-specific problem in accessing
semantics. Despite this, JB was good at gesturing to visually presented objects. How
could this be, given that access to semantic knowledge was impaired? There are at least
two ways that we can think of this, and one way violates the idea that symptoms are
transparent. One account, that does fit the ‘classical’ modular framework for cognition
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(object na ming in this instance), assumes that there exist separate ‘routes’ from visually
presented objects to action. A ‘semantic’ route would involve access to semantic
knowledge from vision – much as one would need to access semantic knowledge to
access action from an object’s name. Alongside a second ‘direct’ route is assumed, based
on associations between the visual representation of an object and an action (see Figure 2;
Humphreys & Riddoch, 2003). In optic aphasia, the direct route may continue to operate
even if there is a modality-specific problem in accessing semantic knowledge, with the
result that gesturing is relatively spared. Alternatively, though, the gestures made by optic
aphasic patients may reflect an adaptation on the part of the patient, using information
(and strategies) that are not normally involved when we act upon objects. Caramazza and
Hills (1995), for example, proposed that such gestures may be derived from partial
semantic knowledge that the patient remains able still to access, coupled to a visual
problem-solving strategy based on explicitly working out how an object might be used,
given its visual properties (see also Hodges et al., 2000). If the latter holds, then the
gestures made by such patients are not ‘transparent’, and do not inform us about the
processes normally involved in retrieving actions to objects.
Figure 2 about here
Take now the disorder of visual apraxia, which is difficult to explain in terms of
standard modular theories. The label visual apraxia is applied to patients who show
impaired actions to visually presented objects, despite having intact recognition and, in
some cases, spared object naming (De Renzi et al., 1982; Pilgrim & Humphreys, 1991;
Riddoch, Humphreys & Price, 1989). The problem is again modality specific, since the
same patient may make a correct gesture when given the names of objects. Now it is
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possible to conceptualise this disorder in terms of a modular account of how we
recognize and action to objects, based on a ‘dual route’ account of action (Figure 2). For
example, given that object recognition and naming can be spared, we would assume that
the semantic would be operating, and that the problem lies within the direct route to
action from vision. However, if the semantic route is operating, then it is not clear why
this route could not serve to enable the patient to make gestures when objects are
presented visually – much as it is assumed that the continued existence of the lexical
route for reading enables phonological dyslexic individuals still to read words. Simple
reduction of a proposed normal system, here, fails to account for the data.

The Naming and Action Model (NAM).
These problems in the standard assumptions underlying much of cognitive
neuropsychology can be addressed, however, once we begin to develop working
comp utational models of performance – particularly, we believe, where the models
incorporate some aspects of biological neural systems. Our own work on this topic has
focused on the use of artificial neural networks that capture some of the dynamic
properties of real neural systems – where whole system performance emerges from local
interactions between large numbers of processing units (see McClelland & Rumelhart,
1986; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). Due to this interactivity, there can be emergent
effects on performance that would not be predicted through a standard, modular ‘box and
arrow’ account, even if there is some degree of functional specialisation within a given
system. Furthermore, within a dynamic model, the effects of a brain lesion may be not
simply to reduce the normal system but change the nature of the interactions between
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component processes. This turns out to be important to account for some
neuropsychological disorders, such as visual apraxia.
The Naming and Action Model, or NAM, was developed to provide a framework
for understanding both normal and disordered abilities both to name and to retrieve
actio ns associated with objects (Yoon, Heinke & Humphreys, 2002). NAM employed a
quasi- modular structure, composed of input (perceptual), semantic and output (name and
action response) units, arranged in an architecture that conforms to a ‘dual route’ model
of name and action retrieval from objects (see above). This architecture is illustrated in
Figure 3. The input to NAM, provided by objects, conformed to a description sensitive to
the presence of object features (the number of straight and curved lines, the length and
width of the object ) in relation to the viewpoint. At a semantic level, units corresponded
to the specific item and to its super-ordinate category. At an output level, different sets of
units served to categorize the object either in terms of its name (hammer vs. pen) or the
action typically performed (e.g., hitting vs. writing). Input was also provided by words,
through an orthographic perceptual recognition system. For both words and objects as
input, both names and actions could be accessed via the semantic system (the
semantically mediated route to naming and to action). In addition, different ‘direct’ routes
were set- up, from words to names (cf. Funnell, 1983) and from structural descriptions for
objects through to action. At each level, a win ner-take-all selection process operated,
with the network ‘relaxing’ over time, to achieve activation for the output units
corresponding to a particular name or category of action. This winner-take-all selection
process was based on activation values being passed continuously between local
processing units. Hence, though there was structural modularity outputs from the models
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were contingent on interactions between modules. This implications for the performance
of the model following damage, as we elaborate below.
Figure 3 about here
Consider how actions are selected in NAM. Activation of the action
classification units is determined by joint activity coming from both the semantic and
direct routes to action. Rapid activation, coming through the direct connections from the
structural description system to the action system, ‘push’ activity states in the action units
towards a ‘basin of attraction’ that would comprise a steady state of activity at this level.
This activation then converged with activity arising out of the semantic units, to generate
selection of the appropriate action to an object. Now, consider the effects of damaging the
connections from the structural descriptions to the action units, so that relatively ‘noisy’
activity is transmitted along the ‘direct’ route. Instead of pushing output activity towards
a basin of attraction, this noise can move activity away, disrupting activation at an output
stage. Importantly, this disruption could occur even if the semantic route to action were
operating normally , and even if this semantic activity was sufficient to generate the
correct output response in the absence of any ‘direct’ input – as would be the case if
participants were required to make actions to words in the absence of any object. Data on
action classification following simulated lesions of both the direct and the semantic
routes to action are presented in Figure 4.
Figure 4 about here
Figure 4 here shows that symptoms of either optic aphasia or visual apraxia
emerged in NAM, according whether a lesion was applied to the direct route for action
(simulating visual apraxia, lesion Và A, Figure 4), or from visual input into the semantic
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system (simulating optic aphasia, lesion Và S). When there is impaired access to
semantics (lesio n Và S), there is impaired visual object naming relative to when there is
damage to a direct visual route to action (lesion Và A), whereas the opposite pattern
occurs when the task requires action retrieval (performance is worse after lesion VàA
than lesions Và S). Visual apraxia emerged from damage to the direct route here because
noisy outputs from this route effectively disrupted the activity coming from the semantic
routes. Due to the interactivity in the system, there was not mere loss of the direct route,
but also a change in the way that semantic activity influenced action selection. However,
without any activity generated in the damaged visual route (e.g., when the task was
simply to retrieve an action given the name of an object), activation from the semantic
route was sufficient to allow action selection to be successful. That is, there was action
retrieval from a name but not from an object. This is precisely the pattern of performance
that violated the assumption of modularity typically made in cognitive neuropsychology.
NAM also simulated optic aphasia, following damage to input coming into the semantic
system from vision (lesion VàS). This simulated lesion led to problems in semantic
access from vision, a pattern consistent with the neuropsycholo gical data (Caramazza &
Hillis, 1995; Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987). Despite this, actions could be accessed more
accurately than names from objects due to the continued operation of the direct route to
action. In this case, the direct route provided an early ‘push’ towards correct
categorization in the action system , so that noise within the sematic route to action was
not too disruptive for performance.
Now a model such as NAM can provide only an existence proof that a system
with this architecture and processing dynamics can generate the two contrasting patterns
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of performance characteristic of optic aphasia and visual apraxia. Arguments remain
about whether observations such as the good gesturing in optic aphasia reflect the
operation of a preserved direct route to action (as suggested by NAM), or whether it
reflects a strategic adaptation on the part of patients, where they use visual problem
solving combined with partial semantic knowledge to act to objects (i.e., is there a ‘nontransparent’ pattern of performance?). This kind of argument might be answered by
looking in more detail at patient performance – for example, measuring the time taken by
a patient to retrieve and enact a gesture, compared with normal participants. Here one
might expect any strategic, problem-solving porocess to be relatively slow. However,
such predictions are not straight- forward. Thus, although NAM was able to select an
appropriate action to an object after lesioning visual access to semantics, the latency of
action retrieval was slowed (see Yoon et al., 2002). This NAM too predicts that the
latency of action retrieval would be disrupted in optic aphasics. A further way needs to be
found to distinguish between these accounts. One way is to look for converging evidence
coming from normal participants. For example, it seems unlikely that normal participants
would have to use explicit problem-solving strategies to make gestures to objects, given
that their ability to act on the basis of semantic knowledge is intact. This also seems
especially unlikely when normal participants are required to act rapidly. Rumiati and
Humphreys (1998) examined this by having normal participants make gestures to objects
or to words, when a fast response deadline was imposed. Relative to when actions were
made to words, participants tended to make ‘visual’ gestures to objects under the deadline
conditions (e.g., making an action that was related to the visual properties of the object,
even if this did not reflect the object’s identity – such as making a writing gesture to a
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knife). In contrast, there was an increase in semantic errors when actions were made to
words. The tendency to make visual errors when gesturing to objects suggests that
participants were acting on the basis of activity rapidly derived from the visual route,
while semantic errors arose to words because, for these stimuli, gestures were retrieved
on the basis of semantic knowledge. This pattern of visual and semantic gesture errors
under response deadline conditions, respectively for objetcs and words, can be simulated
by NAM when the activation threshold for responding was decreased (to mimic a fast
response deadline)(see Figure 5). These results are consistent with NAM rather than with
the suggestion that performance is non-transparent, reflecting strategic adaptation on the
part of optic aphasic patients. Perhaps even more importantly, the point is that having an
explicit model of performance enables normal as well as abnormal performance to be
simulated, so that convergent predictions can be assessed. Notions about transparency
can be tested.
Figure 5 about here

Frameworks for multiple dissociations: the Selective Attention and Identification Model
(SAIM)
One complaint sometimes made by non-neuropsychologists about using
neuropsychological data for building and testing theories is that, in some areas, there
seem to be a bewildering number of dissociations – often between single patients –
making it appear as if any arbitrary pattern of deficit could arise following a brain lesion.
In such cases it is tempting to think that different deficits stem from idiosyncratic
learning experiences or the prior interests of the patient, and so are not informative about
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the general cognitive architecture of the mind. A particular example here comes from the
disorder of unilateral visual neglect, where patients fail to respond to stimuli presented on
the contralesionsal side of space following their brain injury (e.g., Heilman, Watson &
Valenstein, 1985). Over the past twenty years, there have been numerous case reports of
dissociations between the symptoms found in neglect patients (see Halligan et al., 2003,
for a review). These dissociations can vary from deficits in near but not far space, or vice
versa (e.g., Pitzalis et al., 2001; Pizzamiglio et al., 1989), through to deficits that seem
related to the presence of multiple independent objects in the field compared with cases
where the positions of parts with respect of a single object seem important (e.g.,
Humphreys & Heinke, 1998). This last dissociation, apparently between a spatial
representation of independent objects and a representation of parts within an object, has
even been reported within a single patient, as we elaboarte below.
Humphreys and Riddoch (1994, 1995) examined a patient, JR, who had sustained
bilateral damage to his parietal cortex as well as his right cerebellum, following multiple
strokes. In an initial test, JR was asked to read words and nonwords positioned randomly
on a page. JR’s pattern of performance is illustrated in Figure 6. What was interesting
was that, when JR mis- identified a particular stimulus, the errors were more pronounced
at the left ends of the strings. Also, these mis- identification errors were more pronounced
on nonwords than on words (i.e., they appeared to be affected by top-down knowledge).
In contrast, he made complete omissions of some stimuli that fell on the right side of the
page. These omissions were not affected by the lexical status of the letter string. These
apparently opposite forms of neglect did not only occur in reading tasks, but they were
also apparent when JR was asked to name pictures on a page. Here he continued to make
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right-side ommisions whilst mis- identifications of pictures tended to reflect the rightmost features in the objects, with the left- most features being neglected. Thus when
identifying single items, JR seemed not to ‘weight’ the left-side features very strongly,
whereas he appeared not to ‘weight’ the right side of space strongly when scanning
around multiple objects on a page. These two deficits may stem, respectively, from the
right and left-parietal lesions in JR’s case. To make sure that omissions were not made
simply because the stimuli fell into a blind area of field, we conducted a further study
where, using the same stimuli, we tried to bias JR to code visual elements as a single
object or as multiple separate objects. We presented him with words and nonwords in
large print, so that they spanned the width of an A4 page. We then had him either try and
read the whole stimulus, or to read out the letters making up the stimulus (e.g., reading a
word as a word or as ‘w’, ‘o’, ‘r’ and ‘d’). When asked to read the whole string, JR made
left-side errors, typically mis- identifying the letters present (e.g., LIGHT à ‘might’). In
contrast, when required to identify each letter in turn, he made right-side ommisions
(e.g., LIGHT à ‘l’, ‘i’, ‘g’, ‘h’). In this instance, when reading individual letters he
omitted letters on the right that he had read formerly, when processing the whole string,
whilst be correctly identified letters on the left that previously he had earlier misidentified. These results indicate that the spatial positions of the elements in the world are
less crucial than the way that the elements are represented for the task at hand. There
appear to be separate spatial representations of parts within objects, and representations
of the relations between independent objects; these different spatial representations are
separately affected in patient JR (i.e., there is left neglect of the psace within-objects, and
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right neglect of a between-object spatial code). Humphreys and Riddoch (1994, 1995)
termed these within- and between-object codes.
Now, how are we to understand the relations between these codes? Our view on
this is that it is extremely helpful to try and capture such patterns of results within an
explicit model of performance, which then helps conceptualise how different disorders
can emerge, perhaps after lesions to different loci in a processing system. The Selective
Attention for Identification Model (SAIM) provides an example of this, as it generates an
explicit account of how within- and between-object neglect can emerge in a framework in
which the two codes are used for specific computational purposes (see Heinke &
Humphreys, 2003).
Like NAM, SAIM is a quasi- modular model, involving several modules in structural
terms, but with interactions within and across modules generating dynamic and interactive
performance. SAIM’s architecture is depicted in Figure 6. The aim of the model is to
achieve translation-invariant object recognition. It does this by mapping input from any
lateral position on the retina into a ‘Focus of attention’ that has a fixed size based on one
object. Recognition units, at the higher-end of SAIM (’template units’ in the ‘Knowledge
network’) then respond to the presence of active pixels at particular locations in the FOA,
but since these pixels are activated from across the retina, the recognition process is
translation invariant. Activation in the FOA is itself controlled by two networks: the
‘Contents’ net and the ‘Selection’ net. The Contents net can be thought of as a connection
matrix specifying all possible relationships between locations on the retina and locations in the
FOA. Here a high level of activation in one unit in the contents network instantiates a particular
correspondence between a given retinal location and a given location in the FOA. The role of the
selection network in the model is to gate activity in the contents network, enabling activity to be
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passed on from some but not other units in the contents network. This 'selects’ which mapping is
implemented from the retina to the FOA. Through bottom-up activation in the Contents and
Selection networks, a give n stimulus will be mapped through to the FOA. However, in addition to
this bottom-up form of operation, activation can also be conveyed in a top-down manner, from the
Knowledge network down to the Selection net – essentially biasing activity in the Selection net to
favour known over unknown stimuli. Finally, once a stimulus has been selected in the FOA and
identified in the Knowledge network, SAIM utilizes a form of ‘inhibition of return’ (Posner &
Cohen, 1984), in order to allow new (unselected) stimuli to be identified. In this process, the
representations of an identified stimulus are inhibited, including the pos itions where the stimulus fell
in a ‘map of locations’ (see Figure 6). This in turn allows previously un-selected items to then win
the competit ion for selection, so that SAIM’s ‘attention’ moves from one object to the next.
Figure 6 about here
The heart of SAIM’s ability to select between multiple inputs, so that one object is identified at a
time, is the Selection network. This network is shown in simplified form in Figure 7, where we
depict a one-dimensional input from the retina being mapped, through the Selection network, to a
one-dimensional representation of units in the FOA. Within the Selection network, each unit along a
row corresponds to a different (but neighbouring) location in the visual field, and the units along one
row all map into a single location in the FOA. Here units along a row will compete to control the
mapping from the visual field into one position in the FOA. In contrast, each unit in a column of the
Selection network corresponds to a different location in the FOA, and the units along one column all
correspond to a single location in the visual field. Units along a column compete to control the
mapping from one position in the visual field into the FOA. These competitive interactions were
based on inhibitory connections between neighbouring units along each column and row. In addition,
units in the Selection network are mutually excitatory if they support mappings from locally
neighbouring units in the visual field into locally neighbouring units in the FOA. In Figure 6 this is
illustrated by excitatory connections between units that lie along the diagonals of the Selection
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network. These local connections, then, can be thought of as embodying various constraints about
how spatial mapping should operate – for example, that one unit in the visual field should not map
into more than one location in the FOA, and that neighbouring units in the field should map into
neighbour ing units in the FOA. This is similar to the way that certain computational constraints were
built-into the connectionist model of stereopsis proposed in the classic model of Marr and Poggio
(1976). When two objects are presented on SAIM’s retina local units support one another, but more
distant units are not mutually supportive and instead set-up competition to control the mapping from
different parts of the field into the FOA. Objects may ‘win’ this competition either by having
stronger bottom-up activation (e.g., if one object is larger than others, or if it has more elements
packed around its centre of gravity (since such units form mutually-supportive alliances), or by
receiving stronger top-down support from the Knowledge network (based either on an expectation
formed before stimuli are presented or based on partial activation of the Knowledge network before
selection has been completed).

Figure 7 about here
These points are illustrated in Figure 8, where we show the activity in SAIM
when two objects are presented (in this case a + and a 2). Figure 8 presents activity at
different time intervals in the FOA, as well as the activity that builds up (and is inhibited
after recognition) in the Knowledge network. In this simulation the + is first selected in
the FOA, and activation in its template increases to threshold level – the + is both
attended and recognized. In this example, the + is attended first because it enjoys greater
bottom-up support from the pixels surrounding its centre of gravity. Following this,
representations for the + are inhibited. When processing continues, there is then a
competitive advantage for the 2 over the +, so that the 2 then comes to be attended and
identified. The stimuli are processed in parallel, but there is selection on one object at a
time for the response.
18

Figure 8 about here
Within the framework presented by SAIM, unilateral neglect can come about by
lesioning the Selection network. Heinke and Humphreys examined two different forms of
lesioning. One form, which they termed a ‘vertical lesion’, affected units responding to
input coming from one side of the visual field (e.g., all the units on the left side of the
connection matrix presented in Figure 7). This meant that activity in these units suffered
a competitive advantage relative to units in the Selection network responding to input
present in the opposite (ipsilesional) side of the visual field. When two objects were
presented, the ipsilesional object tended to be attended first, even if the bottom-up input
based on the shape alone would favour the stimulus presented in the contralesional field.
This is shown in Figure 9a, which illustrates performance of the model after a ‘vertical
lesion’ affecting the left side of the Selection network. Although SAIM normally has a
bottom-up preference for the + over the 2 (Figure 8), after lesioning, the model selects the
2 first if this item falls in the ipsilesional field and the + in the contralesional field.
Furthermore, even after selecting the 2, the model has difficulty in selecting the + - partly
because any spatial distortion in mapping the 2 into the FOA tends to make it difficult to
inhibit the stimulus, and partly because the competitive advantage for the + is difficult to
suppress. Hence only the 2 is attended in this example. This is also not simply a neglect
of the contralesional part of the visual field, since SAIM does select and identify the
contralesional + when it is the only object present (Figure 9b). There is a relative neglect
of the more contralesional of two separate objects: there is neglect between separate
objects.
Figure 9 about here
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A different pattern of impairment was evident, however, if a ‘horizontal’ lesion
was performed, for example affecting the units in the top- most rows on the Selection
network. Units in each row of the Selection network map are projected to from across the
visual field, but they map into one unit in the FOA. Thus a horizontal lesion affects the
mapping into one part of the FOA and it does this in a translation-invariant manner. This
is demonstrated in Figure 10. In Figure 10 SAIM is presented with two stimuli after a
‘horizontal lesion’ has been imposed in order to disrupt access into the left side of the
FOA. In this case, the model is able to map both stimuli into the FOA, but in each case
there is poor representation of the left most pixel. Here there is a form of sequential
neglect, for the left parts of both stimuli, affecting even stimuli in the ipsilesional visual
field (cf. Gainotti et al., 1986 ). That is, a horizontal lesion generates a form of ‘withinobject neglect’.
Figure 10 about here
These simulations illustrate that SAIM can produce the dissociating pattern of
deficits found in neglect patients, and this pattern emerges as a natural consequence of
the way that stimuli are mapped into a FOA to achieve translation- invariant object
recognition. These simulations are suggestive that dissociations between within- and
between-object neglect are not arbitrary, but rather they can be expected as a function of
the particular brain lesion affecting a patient. Indeed, by combining the horizontal and
vertical lesions in a single simulation, Heinke and Humphreys (2003) were able to
demonstrate that there could be left neglect of within-object representations, along with
right neglect of between-object representations, in a single simulation. This is the pattern
observed in patient JR (Humphreys & Riddoch, 1994, 1995).
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SAIM, then, shows the ability of explicit computational models to capture rich
patterns of data, providing order out of the seemingly chaos of empirical results. As we
have noted with the simulations of NAM, though, the ability of a model to accommodate
a set of results does not prove that the model is correct. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that the dissociations between within-object and between-object neglect are not at all easy
to simulate in other models that do not employ SAIM’s architecture. For instance, the
MORSEL model proposed by Michael Mozer and colleagues (e.g., Mozer, 1991; Mozer,
Halligan & Marshall, 1997) uses a two-dimensional (spatial) ‘attentional module’ that
modulates activity at early stages of visual processing. Units in the attentional module
have a one-to-one correspondence to units on the retina. Damage to one side of this
attentional module produces difficulty in perceiving stimuli presented on the
corresponding part of space, and this can be exacerbated when there are also objects
present on the ipsilesional side, which generate lateral inhibition within the attentional
module. As a consequence, visual neglect can be simulated. However, it is difficult for
such a model to capture patterns of performance found in patients with within-object
neglect. For instance, following right hemisphere damage such patients can show better
identification of the right- most features of an object present in the left (contralesional)
visual field, relative to the left- most features of an object present in the right (ipsilesional)
field. There is then also poor identification of the left- most features in the left side object
(see Humphreys & Heinke, 1998, for data). We suggest that this is because there is a
problem mapping features into one side of a spatial FOA; these results emerge naturally
in SAIM’s framework (see Figure 10). In MORSEL, however, a form of complex
lesioning would need to be imposed on the attentional module, so that local deficits affect
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the left-most features of each object, but not right-side features falling in between. This is
unlikely, and could not then explain why report of features at the apparently impaired
locations would be good if the right sides of objects fell there.
Due to its use of top-down activity, SAIM is also able to simulate evidence
showing that there is reduced neglect of known relative to unknown objects (Humphreys
& Riddoch, 1994, 1995). In Figure 11a we provide an illustration of SAIM’s performance
when it is given separate templates for each of two letters (I and T) and it is lesioned to
produce left-side neglect. When presented with two stimuli, there is neglect of the leftmost object. In this case, the T was selected first, and then re-selected as this letter
continued to win the competition for selection over the I. In Figure 11b we demonstrate
performance in the model when a third template is added, corresponding to the word IT.
Now the model is able to recovery both of the letters present, even though it has
templates for each individual letter still, and so could be biased to identity the T and not
the whole word. Top-down activation, from the word template, helps to bias attention to
cover both of the letters present, so that both can be attended. In this case, though there is
a deficit at a stage that produces input into the Knowledge network, interactivity between
the Knowledge and Selection network affects activity at the earlier stage. The model has
structural modularity, and so a lesion can be selectively imposed within the Selection
network, but its operation is non- modular and interactive. We suggest that this property
of neural network- like

models is useful for capturing some of the complexity of

neuropsychological data.
Figure 11 about here
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Other approaches to model ling.
Although we have presented a case for using biologically- inspired models to
simulate both normal and neuropsychological data, other forms of modeling can also play
a useful part in helping our understanding of neurological impairments. One example is
the formal mathematical model of attention provided by Claus Bundesen’s ‘Theory of
Visual Attent ion’ (TVA). TVA proposes that visual selection is based on parallel
competition between stimuli to map onto templates that are then represented in visual
short-term memory (VSTM), making the stimuli available for report. This competition is
said to be influenced by a number of parameters including the strength of the sensory
signal, the speed of processing, the attentional weight that may be applied to stimuli as a
function of their relevance to the task, and the capacity of VSTM. Duncan et al. (1999,
2003) and Habekost and Bundesen (2003) have applied fits of the parameters in TVA to
the performance of brain- lesioned patients when asked to report either all or a sub-section
of letters present in multi- letter displays (on whole- and partial-report tasks; cf. Sperling,
1960, 1967). The parameters were specific to whether stimuli appeared in the ipsi- or
contralesional fields. In the Duncan et al. study, several interesting results emerged. For
example, they found that patients with unilateral parietal damage had altered parameters
for the rate of stimulus encoding and for VSTM capacity for stimuli in both visual fields,
not just for items appearing on the contralesional side. This provides some explanation
for the reports of patients not only showing contralesional neglect but also neglect of
ipsilesional items when their attention is drawn to the contralesional side (e.g., Robertson,
1989). Further insights using this approach have been gained into understanding the
neuropsychological disorder of ‘simultanagnosia’, in which patients seem impaired at
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responding when multiple stimuli are presented simultaneously to them (e.g., Kinsbourne
& Warrington, 1962). The factors that generate this disorder remain poorly understood,
with arguments ranging from impaired integration of information in VSTM (Coslett &
Saffran, 1991) to impaired application of an attentional spotlight to space (Treisman,
1998). Analyzing whole and partial-report performance in terms of TVA, Duncan et al.
(2003) showed that the major parameter change was in the ‘rate of processing’ parameter,
and they suggested that drastic slowing of processing would lead to many of the
phenomena associated with the disorder, in which only the most dominant visual
elements are reported.
The approach taken in applying TVA to neuropsychological data has both
similarities and differences in relation to the attempt to model performance using
artificial neural networks. In both instances, investigators aim to take a well-specified
model that provides a fit to normal data, and then to use parameter changes after a brain
lesion to account for a disorder. With TVA, the investigator uses the data to derive the
parameters (and the parameter change, when present). In neural network modelling, the
experimenter typically changes the parameters (e.g., adding noise to an activation
function or removing units) and then assesses the effects on output. The neural network
approach offers the possibility of emergent behaviours that were not specified in the
original parameter setting, which can be of interest in linking to human disorders, but
there is the inherent problem of finding the appropriate parameter change. This last
problem is by-passed in mathematical modelling.

Learning and adding extra biological constraints.
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We argue that models such as NAM and SAIM aid our understanding of disorders
that are difficult to account for in terms of standard ‘box and arrow’ models, where strict
modularity is assumed. It is also the case that both models are examples of a class of
neural network in which both the representations and the parameters within the model are
set by the experimenter. One of the attractions of neural network modelling, however, is
that networks can learn internal representations that are required to transform a given
input into an output. Especially where learning takes place within a quasi-regular
environment, where there is some systematicity in the relations between inputs and
output, models in which learning is incorporated can generate interesting emergent
properties, which can in turn provide insights into neuropsychological disorders. One
example here would be Plaut et al.’s (1996) model of word naming. In one version of this
model, the experimenters used dual inputs to an output system where units represented
the phonological properties of words. One input was provided by units representing
orthographic properties of stimuli. The second input corresponded to a semantic
representation of a word. The contribution of the semantic input was fixed over time, but
that of the orthographic input varied and was subject to learning, in which the
connections between the orthographic and phonological units were altered using a form
of back propagation (Hinton, 1989). Relative to when learning took place without the
semantic input, Plaut et al. found that, in the ‘dual route’ version, the ‘route’ mapping
orthography onto phonology became more specialised for regular spelling-sound
correspondences, with the naming of irregular word more dependent on the semantic
route. Lesioning the semantic route then gave rise to a strong pattern of surface dyslexia,
in which both regular words and nonwords were produced correctly (where the nonwords
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had highly regular spelling-sound correspondences) but irregular words were selectively
impaired. This simulates patterns of ‘pure’ surface dyslexic reading (Shallice et al., 1983)
that have been difficult to simulate in ‘single route’ models incorporating only a single
pathway between orthography and phonology (e.g., Patterson, Seidenberg & McC lelland,
1989). In Plaut et al. (1996), there was a ‘division of labour’ between the semantic and
orthographic routes for reading as learning took place, so that a more ‘regularised’
representation was developed than when a single route was used. Clearly it is of interest
to examine how learning may interact with structural constraints in an artificial neural
network, to generate forms of representation that are ‘tuned’ in different ways.
A further example of using structural constraints to generate emerge nt properties
in networks comes from studies where topographical biases have been incorporated into
the learning process. Plaut (2002) used a distributed ‘semantic’ network with a twodimensional topology to learn mappings between a variety of input stimuli and output
tasks (vision and touch as input, naming and gesturing as output; see Figure 12). The
model had a topological bias, in which short

connections were favoured over long

connections (the magnitudes of the changes made to connect weights during el arning
were greater for short connections than for long connections; see also Jacobs & Jordan,
1992). With this bias, units in the semantic network that were close to a particular input
or output modality were strongly weighted to achieve a particular (modality-specific)
mapping, whilst units that were more distant from the different input and output
modalities played a more ‘multi- modal’ role, and were not differentially involved in
particularly input-output mappings. It followed that lesions to the network generated
different patterns of performance according to which units were affected. For example, a
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pattern of optic aphasia arose (i.e., impaired naming but not gesturing to visually
presented objects) from damage to connections to semantic units specialised for mapping
visual input onto names (e.g., units in the lower left region of the two-dimensional
semantic space in Figure 12). Problems in gesturing to visual input (i.e., the pattern of
visual apraxia) were apparent after damage to connections to units specialised for
mapping between visual input and gestural output (i.e., units in the upper left region of
the semantic space shown in Figure 12). This, then, produces a pattern of performance
that is not dissimilar from the ‘dual route’ NAM, with functional specialisation in the
distributed network developing because of the topological constraints (indeed, the same
patterns of performance did not arise when the constraints were eliminated, in control
simulations). One difference between NAM and the structured, distributed semantic
model of Plaut (2002) is that, in NAM, visually presented objects must be named through
the semantic system – there are no direct connections from visual structural
representations of objects to names. In contrast, in Plaut’s model, some units can
specialise for mapping from vision to names, and indeed lesioning of these units tended
to produce optic aphasia. However, any evidence for ‘direct visual naming of objects’ in
the neuropsychological literature is weak (e.g., instances where patients name an object
but cannot retrieve other semantic knowledge; see Hodges & Greene, 1998; Humphreys
& Forde, in press). Thus there is not independent support for the argument that there can
be neural specialisation for ‘direct’ mapping from vision to names.

Conclusions
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Neuropsychological research can provide striking insights into the nature of
mental processes, dissecting apart processes that are functionally independent of one
another. There are instances, however, where the assumptions that have historically been
used to guide theorising have difficulty in accounting for some neuropsychological
disorders (e.g., visual apraxia). We have argued that the development and use of explicit
computational (and mathematical) models can be beneficial here, since such models can
capture forms of interactivity between processing modules, that turn out to be important
for understanding human performance. Such models can also provide a framework for
understanding the relations between different neuropsychological disorders, along with
generating formal accounts of how a brain lesion can selectively affect different
processing parameters. There are examples where such formal accounts suggest new
insights into the nature of the disorder. In addition to this, models that employ learning,
and that incorporate additional biological constraints into their learning functions, can
generate emergent properties that can aid our understanding of the relations between
brain structure and cognitive function. We conclude that computational studies are an
important ‘tool’ for cognitive neuroscientific analysis of brain and mind.
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Figure legends.
Figure 1. A ‘dual route’ model of naming English words. In this model there are distinct
‘lexical’ and ‘non- lexical’ routes for translatin g from spelling to sounds, each
composed of a variety of processes (e.g., an orthographic lexicon, a semantic system,
a phonological lexicon, within the lexical route). The assumption of modularity holds
that one representation can be damaged without affecting the performance of
indepednent representations. Thus damage to a non-lexical route should not affect the
operation of the lexical route.
Figure 2. A ‘dual route’ model of action retrieval from visually presented objects,
separating a direct visual and an indirect (semantically) mediated route to action. The
model also proposes that access to object names from vision is semantically mediated
(following Riddoch et al., 1989).
Figure 3. Architecture of the Naming and Action Model (NAM) (after Yoon et al., 2002),
with inputs provided either by structural descriptions of objects or words. The
mapping from each form of structural description into the Semantic system was based
on a radial basis function network.
Figure 4. Data on action classification to objects and words, along with name retrieval to
objects following simulated damage to the direct visual (Và A) and indirect
semantic routes to action (Và S), in NAM (after Yoon et al., 2002). There is better
action retrieval to objects after the Và S lesion than the VàA lesion, but better
visual access to object names after the VàA than the Và S lesion. In both cases,
action retrieval to words is spared.
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Figure 5. Data on action classification and naming to a deadline in NAM (after Yoon et
al., 2002). Here we present the proportion of error responses when retrieving actions
to visually presented objects or to words. Relative to when actions were retrieved to
words, there were more visual errors when retrieving actions to objects, and fewer
semantic + semantic/visual errors (semantic and semantic+visual errors are classed
together here because the two error types are difficult to distinguish).
Figure 6. The architecture of the Selective Attention for Identification Model (SAIM)
(after Heinke & Humphreys, 2003).
Figure 7. Illustration of the Selection network in SAIM. Input from the visual field is
depicted in terms of the bottom row of units, whilst units in the FOA are illustrated by
the vertical row on the left. à indicates an excitatory connection; --o indicates an
inhibitory connection.
Figure 8. Activity in SAIM when two stimuli (a + and a 2) are presented. There is
sequential identification of the items, with a bottom- up advantage for the + (which is
selected first, followed by the 2, after there is inhibition of return for the +).
Figure 9. (a) Activity in SAIM after a ‘vertical’ lesion has affected the left side of the
Selection network, when two stimuli are presented (b) Activity in SAIM following
the same lesion as in (a) when a single stimulus is presented in different positions of
the field . In this last case, the + is always attended, although the time to be attended
(time FOA) amd to be identified (time template) varies across the field (slower on the
left).
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Figure 10. An example of ‘within object’ neglect followiung a ‘horizontal’ lesion of the
Selection network. Both stimuli are attended, but the left- most pixels are excluded
from the FOA.
Figure 11. (a) Activity in SAIM after a ‘vertical’ lesion when the model has separate
templates for the two letters presented. (b) Activity in SAIM when subject to the
same lesion as in (a), but there is now an added template that incorporates both
letters.
Figure 12. Illustration of the structured distributed semantic memory system proposed by
Plaut (2002).
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Figure 3.
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